Custom Odorization Solutions

Not all odorization applications achieve successful results with cookie-cutter systems. We offer customized odorant injection systems to accommodate the end user.

**GPL-750-V-120-P**

**Portable Odorant Injection Skid**

The GPL-750-V-120-P is a portable odorization system designed for ease of installation and portability. The built-in metal pallet permits moveability with a forklift or pallet jack for initial setup and future transfers. The slim design provides for efficient use of the area. The turnkey system includes the GPL 750 odorizer, Horner Controller, a 120-gallon ASME odorant tank, containment skid, GPL 100 flow meter and pipeline tap assembly kit.

**Features**
- Built-in metal pallet design
- Turnkey odorization
- Vertical design - minimal footprint
- Galvanized tin roof
- Easy access to power, electrical and mechanical enclosures, and injection panel

**Benefits**
- Portable with a forklift or pallet jack
- Easy installation
- Designed for efficient use of area
- Roof minimizes rain or snow in containment

**Other Custom Solutions**
- Portable odorization skids
- Temporary odorization Units
- Fiberglass buildings
- Tanks and containment skids
- Pickling units
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Environmentally Friendly
Accurate and Reliable
Advance Technology
Cost-Effective
Simple and Easy-to-Maintain

Advanced technology, cost-effective, and planet friendly ... “It just makes scents!”